Thermal transport plays a critical role in many nanoscale systems such as integrated nanoelectronics, [1] [2] [3] nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and nanophotonics. [9] [10] [11] Among various forms of devices, nanobeams with rectangular cross-sections are commonly used in applications such as fin field-effect transistors (FinFETs). 12 The thermal conductivity of nanobeams with cross-sectional dimensions comparable to mean free paths (MFPs) of energy carriers is significantly reduced due to boundary scattering. Previous experimental work has investigated the impact of the phonon-boundary scattering on thermal transport properties in nearly pure silicon nanostructures such as thin films, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] nanowires, 21, 22 and films/beams with nanoscale features. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] However, there have been no systematic experiments that quantify the impact of cross-sectional aspect ratio on thermal conductivity in the axial-direction of silicon nanobeams.
The MFPs for bulk materials have been studied using theoretical calculations 29 and novel experiments, 30, 31 and the phonon MFP of silicon ranges from $1 nm to $10 lm at room temperature. 29 The MFPs are suppressed due to nanoscale features, and the reduction in thermal conductivity is determined through the comparison of the characteristic length of the nanostructure with the bulk MFPs. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] For particular geometries, such as thin films and nanowires, a suppression function is determined analytically by integrating the Boltzmann transport equation with appropriate boundary conditions. Thermal transport along the in-plane direction of thin films is described using the FuchsSondheimer approach, 36, 37 where the suppression function depends on the ratio of the characteristic length-thickness-to phonon MFPs. 13 For cylindrical shapes, such as nanowires, an analytical solution of the Boltzmann transport is given by Dingle, 38 with the characteristic length being the diameter. For general structures with a constant cross-section, a suppression function has been derived from the kinetic theory by Chambers, which stands on simplifying the assumptions of the boundary scattering process. 39 While Chamber's model shows the identical mathematical expression for thin films and cylindrical shape wires, 37 ,39 a suppression function for rectangular beams has not been thoroughly examined. In addition to the lack of experimental thermal conductivity data, the absence of a validated suppression function leads to an incomplete understanding of the impact of the sidewall boundary scattering mechanism.
Here, we present an experimental study of phonon transport in silicon nanobeams with varying cross sectional aspect ratios. The beam width, w, is modulated while maintaining a constant thickness, t ¼ $78 nm, to control the impact of phonon scattering at the sidewall boundaries of the beams. The aspect ratio of w to t ranges from $0.9 to $12.1, and the beams are 10 lm long to ensure diffusive phonon transport in the axial direction of the beam at room temperature. Specifically, we fabricate five different samples with widths $65 nm, 170 nm, 270 nm, 470 nm, and 970 nm as shown in Figs. 1(b)-1(f) . The range of sample dimensions is designed to capture the transition from a nanobeam with a square cross-section to a thin film. Through a combination of bulk MFPs taken from ab initio calculations 29 and a suppression function derived by Chambers, 39 the thermal conductivities of nanobeams are predicted. We explore thermal transport in the transition from nanobeams to thin films. Using the thermal conductivity accumulation function in nanobeams, we investigate the relative contributions of phonons with different MFPs to thermal conductivity.
Patterned nanobeams are stretched between two suspended "hot" and "cold" platforms 21, 40 as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The samples are fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: goodson@ stanford.edu wafers (Soitec Inc.), which consist of a 340 nm thick silicon device layer and a 1 lm thick buried oxide (BOX) layer. The device layer is boron doped with a resistivity of 14-22 X cm and a doping concentration of $10 15 cm
À3
, which has a negligible effect on thermal conduction. 41 First, the device layer is thinned down to $78 nm by thermal oxidation and subsequent removal of the oxide using a wet etching process (6:1 buffered oxide etchant is used). On top of the thinned device layer, $25 nm thick Al 2 O 3 is deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) for electrical passivation between metal contacts and the device layer. A 10 lm Â 20 lm window is patterned between the two islands by photolithography, and the passivation layer is removed using a combination of reactive ion etching (RIE) and wet etching processes. In this open area, the nanobeams are patterned by electron-beam lithography, and RIE is used to remove the silicon in the non-sample area. The metal heater/thermometer lines on the "hot" and "cold" platforms are patterned by electron-beam lithography, and $5 nm thick Cr and $40 nm thick Pt are deposited through electron-beam metal evaporation, followed by a liftoff process. An electrical access, including contact pads and connecting lines to the metal heater/thermometers, is patterned by photolithography, metalized with $5 nm thick Cr and $40 nm thick Pt, followed by a liftoff process. The BOX layers in the surrounding area of the islands and legs are etched using RIE, and they are suspended by vapor phase hydrogen fluoride (HF) etching to remove the buried oxide under the sample area. All dimensions are measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after fabrication.
The silicon nanobeams are characterized by electrothermal characterization that is done for carbon-nanotube and nanowire measurements. 40, 42 Heat is generated in the "hot" platform by Joule heating in the serpentine Pt resistor, which is then conducted through the nanobeam test-section to the "cold" platform, and the remaining heat is conducted away via the 6 supporting beams to the chip. Temperatures at the "hot" and "cold" platforms are measured by resistive thermometry and are controlled to maintain a temperature difference to be smaller than $8 K. The thermal conductance of the nanobeam is measured and used to extract its thermal conductivity for a given nanobeam geometry. All of the measurements are performed under vacuum to eliminate convective heat loss from the platforms and nanobeam. The heat loss through radiation is negligible compared to the thermal conduction path between the "hot" and "cold" platforms. The interfacial resistances between the heater/thermometers and the islands are orders of magnitude smaller than those of the nanobeam test-section, and the interfacial resistance is considered negligible. 43 The experimental uncertainty is primarily attributed to the inaccuracy in sample dimensions, which is inherent in nanofabrication and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. The measurement error for all samples is estimated to be less than $9% of the thermal conductivity. Figure 2 depicts the thermal conductivity of the silicon nanobeam versus width for a thickness of $78 nm. The thermal conductivity increases monotonically with the increasing beam width, from $32 to $51 W m À1 K À1 when the width w increases from $65 nm to $970 nm. The thermal conductivity of the nanobeam with w ¼ $970 nm is $96% of the predicted value of $53 W m À1 K À1 for a thickness of 78 nm film. The in-plane thermal conductivity of the 78 nm thick film is estimated using a model described below. The thermal conductivity of the beam with w ¼ $65 nm drops by $58% due to the finite width comparable to that of the thin film. The variation in the measured thermal conductivity of the beams shows the relative importance of boundary scattering on sidewall boundaries. Specifically, the thermal conductivity changes most significantly when the width of the beam is comparable to its thickness. This indicates that a significant fraction of MFPs in thin films are concentrated around their thickness.
To investigate the suppression of phonon propagation, we model the thermal conductivity of the silicon nanobeams. The axial thermal conductivity of a beam is 31, 34, 44 
where S K is the heat flux suppression function, f is the differential MFP distribution for bulk media, A C is the crosssectional area, and K bulk is phonon MFPs of a bulk medium. The suppression function for a cross-sectional area A C is obtained by Chambers with diffuse boundary scattering assumptions, and the function is given by
where OP is the distance from the surrounding surface to a point inside the structure. For a rectangular cross-section with width w and thickness t, we express the suppression function in a closed form.
We use the differential MFP function f from ab initio calculations for bulk silicon. 29 Through a combination of the suppression function and the MFP distribution, the thermal conductivity of beams with a rectangular cross-section is predicted as shown in Fig. 2 . The largest discrepancy between the model prediction and the experiments is found for the sample with w ¼ $65 nm, and the discrepancy is mainly due to potential uncertainty in sample dimensions. The model prediction and the experimental results show close agreement to within $9%, which is within the error bars of the measurements.
Using the Boltzmann transport model, we explore the transition between beams with a finite aspect ratio and thin films. Liu suggests that for thermal transport, a rectangular cross-section can be considered as a thin film when w/ t > 15. 45 To examine this criterion, we compare the thermal conductivity of a $78 nm thick thin film and a $78 nm thick nanobeam with the increasing aspect ratio. The analytic suppression function for thin films is given by 13, 37 
where n ¼ t K bulk . The model using Eq. (4) predicts the thermal conductivity of thin films as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . The predicted thermal conductivity of nanobeams monotonically rises with the increasing width and approaches that of thin films as shown in Fig. 2 . When the aspect ratio is 15:1, the thermal conductivity of nanobeams is estimated to be 98% that of thin films. This indicates that it is reasonable to consider a beam with an aspect ratio of higher than 15:1 as a thin film for thermal transport. We note that this criterion is purely based on the aspect ratio of the beams, regardless of the ratio of the characteristic length to the bulk MFPs.
To understand the MFP specific impact of the thickness and width of beams, we calculate a thermal conductivity accumulation, which is given by
We note that the accumulation function is plotted with bulk MFPs. We compare three different cases: bulk silicon, a thin film with t ¼$ 78 nm, and a beam with w ¼ t ¼$ 78 nm. For the bulk case, the suppression function is a unity function. The accumulation function shows the relative contribution of a wide range of MFPs to the thermal conductivity.
Compared to the bulk material, the accumulation functions for the nanostructures are significantly suppressed as shown in Fig. 3 , and such suppression is highlighted for long MFPs compared to its characteristic length, t. Due to the minimal contribution of phonons with long MFPs, the spectrum of MFPs in nanostructures is concentrated near their characteristic length. To quantify the concentration of MFPs, we introduce a concept of a bandwidth using a characteristic length, i.e., thickness in this work. The bandwidth is set from a third of the characteristic length, t/3, to three times that, 3t. This bandwidth indicates a transition from a region where internal scattering dominates to the counterpart where boundary scattering becomes predominant. Specifically, while the phonons with the MFPs of the bandwidth contribute to $35% of the thermal conductivity for bulk silicon, the phonons with the MFPs in this range of the bandwidth contribute to $64% and $70% of the thermal conductivity for thin films and square beams, respectively. For short MPFs smaller than t/3, MFP distribution does not significantly change, which indicates diffusive phonon transport, following Fourier's law. Since optical phonons have relatively small MFPs, the increased importance of phonons with MFPs below the bandwidth implies that optical phonons become important in axial thermal transport. 46 Phonons with long MFPs are mainly suppressed due to boundary scattering. It is also worth noting that MFPs longer than 3t still appreciably contribute to the thermal conductivities of 26% and 18% of the film (t ¼ 78 nm) and the rectangular cross sectional (t ¼ 78 nm and w ¼ 78 nm) nanobeam, respectively. This suggests that controlling long MFPs phonons can be a key to the manipulation of the thermal conductivity of nanostructures.
In this work, we present experimental data of the thermal conductivity of $78 nm thick silicon nanobeams with various aspect ratios. The combination of MFP distributions for bulk silicon from ab initio calculations and the suppression function from the kinetic theory provides a convenient and efficient way to calculate the thermal conductivity of rectangular beam structures. This validated model is particularly relevant for many applications such as microelectromechanical systems and microelectronics, where beam structures are commonly found. We further investigate the thermal conductivity accumulation function for nanobeams and thin films, and the function helps understand which range of MFPs is important for thermal transport. 
